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Oeuvres compl&tes; collected papers, Vol- 
umes 1 & 2 
T.J. Stieltjes 
G. van Dijk (ed.), Springer-Verlag, 1993, 566 + 
766 pages, Price: DM 348 (HC), ISBN 3-540- 
55560-9. 
Thomas Jan Stieltjes died on December 31, 1894 
at the age of 38. A century later Springer-Verlag 
has republished his collected works. Most of the 
two volumes were published before by Noordhoff 
in 191418. The present books include also a 
short bibliography by the editor and four papers 
written by specialists on the subjects to which 
Stieltjes has contributed most: continued frac- 
tions and orthogonal polynomials, number the- 
ory, the Stieltjes integral and the Riemann hy- 
pothesis. 
These survey papers are most enlightening and 
place the work of Stieltjes in its historical per- 
spective. It is shown how the Stieltjes integral is 
a natural outgrowth of his efforts in investigating 
continued fractions and moment problems. Also 
the zero distribution of orthogonal polynomials, 
described as an electrostatic equilibrium distri- 
bution is due to Stieltjes. This is directly related 
to logarithmic potential theory. The best known 
paper by Stieltjes is probably “Recherches sur les 
fractions continues” (165 pages). It was published 
in the Comptes Rendues de l’bcadimie des Sci- 
ences a couple of months before his death and an 
extended version appeared posthumously in the 
Annales de la FacultC des Sciences de Toulouse. 
It was awarded a prize by the AcadCmie des Sci- 
ences. This paper was in the previous edition 
already, but an English translation has now been 
included too. 
Another longer paper in these collected works 
is an unfinished introduction to number theory 
(only 3 chapters, 113 pages), written in French. 
Unfortunately, Stieltjes contribution to number 
theory is probably best known from an erroneous 
proof of the Riemann hypothesis. This is in a 
short 2 page note to M. Hermite entitled “Sur 
une fonction uniforme” where he claims to have 
found a proof. It is argumented in the commen- 
tary paper by ter Riele that Stieltjes’ belief was 
probably inspired by numerical evidence. Also 
for this paper, an English translation has been 
included for the present edition. 
Besides his Thbe de Doctorat “Etude de quelques 
sCries sCmi-convergentes” (57 pages) which he 
presented at the Sorbone before a jury of Her- 
mite, Darboux and Tisserand, the other papers 
by Stieltes are of moderate length. There are 
84 papers by Stieltjes in the two volumes. Some 
of them are in Dutch with a French translation, 
others are in French. Stieltjes was born in The 
Netherlands, studied in Delft and worked at the 
Leiden Observatory, but accepted a position at 
the UniversitC de Toulouse and lived in France 
since 1884. 
Making the papers of Stieltjes available again is 
an excellent idea since his work has still its influ- 
ence on many topics that are studied today. The 
additions to the first edition make the present one 
even more valuable. 
A. Bultheel 
Numerical Linear Algebra 
L. Reichel, A. Ruttan, R.S. Varga (Eds.) 
W. de Gruyter and Co., Berlin, 1993, VII+199 
pages, Price: DM 168, ISBN 3-11-013784-4. 
The book contains 11 papers presented at a con- 
ference at Kent, State University (Ohio) in March 
1992. All contributions are from leaders in the 
field of linear algebra and scientific computing. 
The authors have delivered nice polished papers, 
treating well defined subjects. Their presentation 
does not suffer from a pressing page limitation 
which makes this kind of proceedings often acces- 
sible for specialists only. 
The subjects range from implementation results 
to more theoretical results in linear algebra. Sev- 
eral papers concern implementation and appli- 
cation results for iterative methods for the so- 
lution of linear systems (QMR = quasi-minimal 
residuals, GMRES = generalized minimal resid- 
uals, SOR = successive overrelaxation) and pre- 
conditioning (AD1 = alternating directions im- 
plicit) and regulization of ill conditioned systems 
for their iterative solution. 
Also the eigenvalue problem is considered in pa- 
pers presenting a divide and conquer technique 
for a symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem 
and a variant of the Rutishauser qd (quotient dif- 
